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and how you can help our Property Managers. Click here to view our advertisement
contract. If you have any questions, please reach out to Mackenzie at ML@bomampls.org.

SALES TAX - WHAT SHOULD YOU BE PAYING
ON?
Written by: Alison Donohue, Duke Realty
When reviewing your invoices, have you ever wondered why
some services are taxed and others aren’t? Sales tax can
be confusing, but in general the State of Minnesota taxes
services that are used to clean and maintain buildings and
landscapes. However, improvements to the property and
landscaping for new development contracts are usually nontaxable. In September in 2018, the Minnesota Department
of Revenue clarified and revised its guidelines regarding
building cleaning and maintenance as well as for lawn and
landscape maintenance.
Building Cleaning & Maintenance:
Minnesota sales tax applied to any building cleaning,
maintenance, disinfecting and exterminating services. This
includes both interior and exterior cleaning of commercial
and residential buildings, but does not include repairs or
improvements to real property. Contracts to repair HVAC or
elevators, for instance, would not be taxable, but cleaning
contracts for these systems are.
Some other examples of taxable services include:
• Carpet cleaning
• Pest control services
• Janitorial services
• Parking ramp cleaning
• Pressure washing a building
• Window washing
• Water removal from floor or fire damage
Examples of non-taxable maintenance services include:
• Repairs to real property or mechanical systems
• Cleaning underground tanks
• Insulation removal
• Maintenance of outdoor parking lots
• Painting
• Sewer and drain cleaning
Those examples seem simple enough, but building owners
and managers often encounter more complex contracts
that include a combination of these services. The state
has provisions for what it calls “combination construction
contracts”. If 50% or more of the total cost of a lump sum
contract is for the improvement of real property, the contract
would be considered non-taxable and vice versa. If, however,
a contractor utilizes a subcontractor for cleaning or other
taxable service the contractor must pay tax on said service.
For example, if a restoration project requires significant
cleaning of carpets, walls, blinds, etc. and only a bit of
painting work, the contract would likely be taxable. But if the
job required significant reconstruction and painting, it would
likely be non-taxable because over 50% of the contract cost
is for the improvement of real property.
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Lawn Care & Landscaping:
Most lawn and garden services are taxable, except when
landscape contracts are part of a new development or
construction contract.
Examples of taxable lawn care services include:
• Spring and fall cleanups
• Mowing and trimming
• Weed control
• Aerating, fertilizing, and soil preparation
• Raking
• Tree removal and stump grinding
• Indoor plant care
• Indoor and outdoor decorating when items are provided
by the vendor
Examples of non-taxable services include:
• Installing, maintaining, and repairing underground
sprinklers and irrigation systems
• Planting or removing trees, bushes, other types of
woody plants, or perennials (annuals and vegetables
are taxable)
• Snow shoveling or snow plowing
• Applying ice-melt or sand to driveways, sidewalks, or
parking lots (the service provider pays sales or use tax
on the ice-melt and sand)
The State of Minnesota considers the planting of trees,
shrubs, and perennials an improvement to real property, and
therefore is not taxed. Planting flowers other than perennials
is only considered an improvement to the property for the
initial landscaping construction contract, and is otherwise
taxed.
If you are interested in learning more about sales tax,
numerous fact sheets are available on the Minnesota
Department of Revenue website. n
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MEMBER SPOTLIGHT: JERRY SAND
Written by: Ben Yarbrough, Colliers International
Jerry Sand will be retiring on
May 31st after 48 years in the
business. Jerry will become
a lifetime Honorary BOMA
member due to his many
contributions to BOMA and the
industry over that time period.
I first met Jerry in 2009 when I
called him for an informational
interview in college. Jerry agreed
to meet with me back then and
over the years, I know he has
done the same for countless others. His willingness to
help and mentor others is one of his many attributes that
we should celebrate and thank him for as he retires. The
industry and the BOMA community are better off because
of his contributions and hard work. Congratulations Jerry!
Below is an interview with Jerry.

BY: Looking back on your career, if you could tell your
younger self anything, what would it be?
JS: That being known as someone who will get the job
done and can be relied upon does pay off. Over my career,
due to corporate restructuring and downsizing, I became
unemployed a couple of times. But with my faith and trust
that my past work experience and work ethic would not fail
me, in both cases I landed solidly back on my feet.
BY: What do you think the challenges will be in the future for
property management professionals?
JS: I'm not sure that it will be challenging, especially for the
younger professionals, but I am sure it will be very important
for them to keep up with all the technology and social media
applications and uses that are becoming so prominent.
BY: What will you miss most about the business?
JS: The variety of responsibilities.
BY: And the least?
JS: Extremely tight deadlines.
BY: How long and in what capacity have you been involved
with BOMA?
JS: I joined BOMA in 1990. Over the years, I was a member of
the Government Affairs Council, the Membership Committee,
and involved with the Mentorship Program. I also progressed
through the Board of Directors, Executive Committee, BOMA
Officer’s positions and was BOMA President during the
2003-2004 term.
BY: What’s your favorite BOMA memory or event?
JS: There are a number - an occasional BOMA National
Conference and the Best of BOMA Gala events.

Ben Yarbrough: How and when did you get your start in the
business?
Jerry Sand: My BS degree from college was in Economics
and Accounting. I was fortunate upon graduation to secure
a job with what was then IDS Financial Services in one of
their three Internal Audit Departments. It just so happened
that some of the various IDS Companies audited by that
particular audit unit dealt with divisions responsible for
IDS Mortgage, IDS Mortgage Development, IDS Properties,
IDS Leasing, etc. It was during that time that my interest in
various aspects of real estate was generated. From there over
my 48 year career, I was fortunate to work for companies
whose business was real estate development, acquisition/
disposition, and management of most types of real estate,
culminating with my last 19+ years with Kraus-Anderson.
BY: What advice would you give to people early in their
career?
JS: Be open and take on the challenging responsibilities and
opportunities. Demonstrate that you can be relied upon to
get the job done.
BY: Have you had any mentors along the way?
JS: Yes, I've had many mentors who have guided, challenged,
and supported me. Dick Guidera with Dayton Hudson
Properties/The Center Companies, Steve Walker with The
Equitable, and Dan Engelsma with Kraus-Anderson.

BY: What are your plans for retirement?
JS: Some traveling, volunteering, work at the lake, maybe try
golf again.
BY: What are you looking forward to most?
JS: All of these as the flexibility will be quite a change from
my 48 year career.
BY: Are there any books, articles/newspapers, movies,
Netflix shows, etc. you would recommend for business or
leisure?
JS: Nice Bike by Mark Scharenbroich. It is a book by a local
author and keynote speaker with a collection of stories,
based upon making meaningful connections with others in
both work and in life. n
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EXPLORING & ANSWERING NET ZERO
CHALLENGES
Written by: Paul Patzloff, Xcel Energy
Overcoming pre-conceived perceptions and providing
attainable outcomes.
It’s no surprise that energy consumption is a significant
consideration in new construction and retrofitting projects.
Today, a greater focus on how much energy is being used
in buildings, what kind of energy is involved, and where it
is derived from. Which brings us back to energy efficiency
and conservation - terms that sound kind of old fashioned,
don’t they? But in the real world of outcome-based building
projects, what matters, is what works.
Various terms are floating around this topic - it may be
defined as Net Zero, Zero-Energy Building, Zero Net Energy,
or Zero-Carbon Building. The point is to create a structure
that uses no more energy than it can create. It’s a big task
which often entails driving energy efficiency as far as it can
go with things like high-efficiency envelopes (walls, doors,
and windows), high-performance HVAC equipment including
geo-thermal heat pumps, plus daylighting and LED lighting
systems along with energy management systems. Then,
any additional energy required for normal operations is offset with sustainable on-site sources like solar photovoltaic
panels, wind generation, or even grey water heat recapture.
To be clear, qualifying as a Net Zero building mean all the
energy the building uses must be created on-site.
More standard codes are demanding greater energy
efficiency efforts
Cities and municipalities are beginning to enact more Net
Zero guidelines and permitting protocols into localized codes
for the new build and the retrofitting of commercial buildings.
Forward-thinking communities are gradually adopting
processes and procedures to encourage the implementation
of Net Zero capabilities for larger structures. While much of
it is currently voluntary, more rigid standardization seems to
be the trend.
Real challenges exist
First off, benchmarking of energy use and projected
reductions becomes vital for ongoing Net Zero metrics.
These are essential for meaningful insight and guidance.
Establishing a set of thresholds or baselines must be part of
the overall planning.
This Net Zero process isn’t as simple as just starting from
square one with a new building. Energy modeling in tandem
with disciplined cost projections must be part of the preplanning required for delivery of an actual net zero scenario.
So the amount of pre-work is substantial.
Getting the components right
Procurement is another critical process in Net Zero
attainment. Getting the right equipment and supplies play
more major roles in sustainable operations. Another pain is
having to source cutting edge components which may be
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new to the market and outside the purview or understanding
of traditional suppliers.
Don’t forget the human element
Management and tenant mindfulness and responsiveness
are critical to forging a relationship for the success of
ongoing net zero operations. An energy dashboard such as a
large flat screen TV monitor or online digital hub can provide
real-time awareness while helping occupants visually and
emotionally invest in the performance of a building each day.
Most important: Don’t be overwhelmed with Net Zero
absolutes
Net Zero building is slowly happening. But remember more
moderate, less extreme climes favor this building and
retrofitting approach. And that’s where it can be facilitated
and rolled into local codes. Your best approach may be to aim
for near net zero as it best makes sense for your situation.
It’s always helpful to understand that energy efficiency
efforts are a winning approach for all involved. Owners and
managers love the efficiency for their operating costs, which
helps the bottom line. They also know environmentallysound buildings attract better-paying tenants. Municipalities
and local governments like knowing fewer energy resources
are being used, so their clean energy initiatives have merit.
Lessees appreciate that their building is running lean and
clean.
Aim for your level of attainable energy efficiency
Getting your energy efficiency best practices in order will be
fruitful for your next project. Your local utility can be a solid
starting point. Ask about energy modeling, high-efficiency
equipment rebates, air purity, and HVAC opportunities and
LED rebates and other options. Remember, for northern
climates; natural gas can be a logical space and water
heating option as it is half the CO2 emissions of other fossil
fuels.
Plenty of options available
If you’d like to learn more about finding energy efficiencies
within your current building, new construction or retrofit
project for net zero or near net zero goals, our account
managers provide free advice and can help you save money
with rebates on energy efficient upgrades. If you do not have
an account manager, contact our Business Solution Center
at (855) 839-8862. n

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION
ABOUT HOW YOU CAN ADVERTISE
YOUR COMPANY IN THIS PUBLICATION!

HENNEPIN COUNTY BOARD CHAIR - MARION
GREENE
Servant leadership runs in
Hennepin County Board Chair
Marion Greene’s blood.
“I grew up in a family where
public service was highly
valued,” Greene said.
In January, Greene began her
second term as a commissioner
representing District 3, which
includes about one third of
downtown Minneapolis, Southwest Minneapolis, and all of
St. Louis Park. This is her first year as chair.
In the last four years, Greene has enjoyed getting to know
BOMA members in a variety of settings, including at the
annual Night of Hope Executive Sleep Out, hosted by
YouthLink.
Greene’s desire to work in the public sector started early: the
daughter of U.S. Foreign Service staff, Greene and her family
moved overseas when she was age 3. That experience
shaped both her education and how she saw the world - at
the United States. By the time she was a junior in high school,
she and her family had lived in Chennai, India; Casablanca,
Morocco; Brasilia, Brazil; and Islamabad, Pakistan.
“As part of that experience, I developed an understanding
that the United States is wealthy in terms of resources,”
Greene said, adding she also noticed differences in people’s
access to resources at home and abroad.
After earning her bachelor’s degree at Swarthmore College,
and a master’s in business administration at the University
of Texas, she worked in brand management for Pillsbury
Company and General Mills. Her long-standing interest in
health led to roles in health policy and reimbursement at
Boston Scientific and St. Jude Medical.
In 2012, she ran for and won a seat in the Minnesota House
of Representatives. Greene authored a bill to find all-day
kindergarten and co-authored a bill that helped create the
Minnesota Health Exchange known as MNSure.

interested in helping the county continue to improve.
“Disparities are at the top of the list” as an area of focus for
Greene. She said she’s excited about the work the county
has started. She sees many opportunities to partner with
BOMA in the upcoming year, especially around unsheltered
homelessness and housing issues, and of course the
successful completion of SWLRT.
Hennepin County 101
Hennepin County is the nation's 35th largest county of 3.100
counties across the country. Home to 1.2 million residents
(22% of Minnesota's population), Hennepin County is the
largest unit of government in the State of Minnesota after
the state itself.
In Hennepin County, the success of our residents is our
bottom line. We want all who live, work, and do business
here to experience a way of life that matches the reputation
our region has earned. County services, programs, and
partnerships reflect our commitment to sustaining the
vitality of our community and reducing disparities within
it. County services encompass transportation, health
programs, libraries, social services, financial assistance, law
enforcement, corrections, public records, environmental
services, and more.
The county's $2.4 billion budget is funded through property
taxes (34.7 percent), state and federal pass-through revenue
(19.1 percent) and other sources of revenue. n

May 2019 New Members - Welcome!
Marte Byrne, Building Operations Manager - Allianz
Robert Gonzalez, Branch Manager - S2 Services Inc.
Thomas Heimer, General Manager - Welltower, Inc.
Patrick Melody, Business Development Manager Securitas Security Services USA
Tim VanHeel - Corval Group
Ramsey Yang, Building Engineer - Transwestern
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As a freshman legislator, Greene focused on building
relationships with other lawmakers. But after her two-year
term, the boundaries of her district were redrawn and she
went back to St. Jude Medical. Still driven by a desire to
serve the public, Greene ran for commissioner after former
Commissioner Gail Dorfman announced her retirement.
“The county has an incredible reputation and is held in high
regard for doing great work,” Greene said, adding she is
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